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The botanical compound rotenone is extensively used to eradicate populations and reduce
the negative impacts of freshwater invasive animals. The method is controversial as non-
target organisms often are negatively affected, but these effects are highly variable among
taxa and may be difficult to monitor on species-level as many invertebrates are challenging
or costly to identify using morphology. We investigated the effect of rotenone treatment on
freshwater invertebrates in two Nordic lakes using both traditional morphological
identification and DNA metabarcoding of the preservative ethanol DNA (peDNA). We
used a before-after-control-impact design in assessing the effect of the rotenone
treatment, with two treated and two control lakes, all sampled immediately before the
rotenone treatment, immediately after and 1 year after the treatment. The two methods of
identification gave different results: The peDNA based method detected 333 taxa, while 90
taxa were recorded by morphological identification. Twenty-eight taxa were in common for
both methods. Both traditional morphological identification and identification using
metabarcoding of peDNA showed a significant effect of the rotenone treatment on
invertebrate community composition expressed as Bray-Curtis dissimilarities. Using the
results from peDNA, the number of taxa decreased just after the treatment and increased
again 1 year after the treatment in the treated lakes, indicating a short-term effect of the
treatment and a subsequent recovery of the invertebrate community. We conclude that
DNA metabarcoding of preservative ethanol has a promising potential to record effects of
anthropogenic stressors such as rotenone treatment. However, as peDNA based
metabarcoding missed several taxa, and detected DNA from species not living in the
actual sampling sites, themethod needs further improvement and should perhaps be used
in combination with morphological-based identification until sufficiently refined.
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INTRODUCTION

Human activities threaten natural biodiversity and ecosystems at
an increasing rate (IPBES, 2019). Freshwater ecosystems, which
hold a disproportionately high share of species compared to their
area, are among the most threatened habitat types, and need
particular attention by nature management authorities (Tickner
et al., 2020). Invasive alien species are species introduced into an
environment outside of their natural habitats that may cause
negative effects for the native biota. They are presently considered
one of the most serious threats to freshwater biodiversity
(Dudgeon et al., 2006; Reid et al., 2018).

The problems with invasive alien species are currently
increasing (Pyšek et al., 2020) and several measures are taken
to detect presence and to prevent colonization, or limit the spread
of such species. However, for aquatic ecosystems, the options for
removal are limited after a new species is introduced. One of the
few effective measures is the piscicide rotenone. It is widely used
as a management tool to control or remove undesirable fish
species and their parasites, but non-target organisms may be
negatively affected (Beal and Anderson, 1993; Ling, 2003). The
effect of rotenone treatment on benthic invertebrate abundances
may vary considerably and range from minor (Dudgeon, 1990;
Blakely et al., 2005) to severe (Binns, 1967; Hamilton et al., 2009),
and tolerance to rotenone varies considerably among invertebrate
taxa (e.g., Engstrom-Heg et al., 1978; Arnekleiv et al., 1997;
Mangum and Madrigal, 1999; Dalu et al., 2015). Some groups
like Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera are known to be
particularly rotenone sensitive (Dudgeon, 1990; Arnekleiv et al.,
1997; Gladsø and Raddum, 2002). However, there are large
variations also within taxonomic groups, and several rotenone
tolerant taxa are known within these orders. Other invertebrates
like Coleoptera and Gastropoda are reported to be little or not
affected by rotenone (Holocombe et al., 1987; Kjærstad and
Arnekleiv, 2011). For species rich groups like Oligochaeta,
Chironomidae and Hydrachnidia, effects of rotenone are
poorly known since they rarely are identified below the family
level. However, a few studies indicate that the rotenone tolerance
within these groups also varies considerably (Koksvik and
Aagaard, 1984; Arnekleiv et al., 1997; Melaas et al., 2001;
Fjellheim, 2004).

Recovery of an invertebrate community following rotenone
treatments may take a year or shorter for common taxa to several
years for rarer taxa (Vinson et al., 2010 and references therein).
However, Vinson et al. (2010) pointed out that the variation in
reported effects may primarily be due to natural variation among
species and habitats, and that the observed variation also may be
due to inadequate pre- and post-treatment sampling, thus
preventing the observation of the true impacts of rotenone
treatments on invertebrate assemblages.

An additional factor that may prevent clear differences in
before-after studies is the coarse taxonomic resolution in many
studies investigating rotenone effects. This is a particular
challenge if the effects of rotenone vary across closely related
taxa. Generally, long- and short-term effects of rotenone
treatment on benthic invertebrates have been studied using
traditional sampling methods like kick or Surber sampling

along with morphological identification. The taxonomic
breadth of such studies is often limited due to lack of
taxonomic expertise or simply the inability to reliably identify
some taxon groups by morphological cues. In answer to this, new
methods combining DNAmetabarcoding with community DNA
or environmental DNA (eDNA) have emerged as alternatives.
These methods are relatively low cost and more time-efficient,
with a higher potential to detect taxa that are difficult to identify
morphologically (Chang, 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Rimet et al., 2021).

DNA metabarcoding of eDNA from water samples often
register more macroinvertebrate taxa than approaches using
morphological identification (Deiner et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2021). Several studies have also mapped biodiversity by a
combination of DNA metabarcoding of aquatic eDNA and
DNA from tissues of bulk samples. Generally, DNA
metabarcoding from water produce a higher number of taxa/
OTUs, but for macroinvertebrates or smaller targeted taxonomic
groups like Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera, DNA
metabarcoding from grinded bulk samples performs better
(Macher et al., 2018; Gelason et al., 2020). However, neither
metabarcoding of aquatic eDNA nor metabarcoding of
homogenized bulk-samples leave behind material for
morphological verification and so far lack the possibility of
reliably associating sequence read counts with abundances or
biomass of each species. Thus, methods that allow for
preservation of a physical vouchers are beneficial for both
verification of results and abundance data. DNA
metabarcoding of DNA from preservative fluids, first shown
by Shokralla et al. (2010), is one such method as it avoids
specimen destruction. Although barcoding of preservative
ethanol has shown some promising results compared to
barcoded specimens of the corresponding bulk samples
(Hajibabaei et al., 2012), and to eDNA from water samples
(Wang et al., 2021), a recent study showed few shared taxa
compared to bulk tissue samples (Persaud et al., 2021).

Here, we investigate the effects of rotenone treatment on
invertebrate diversity in two lakes in Central Norway using
both morphological identification and metabarcoding of DNA
from preservative ethanol (peDNA). We used a before-after-
control-impact design to compare the inference drawn from
the different methodologies and also compare how the
methods perform in detecting taxa present at the sampling
sites. Two treated lakes and two control lakes were sampled
immediately before and after the rotenone treatment as well as
1 year after.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area
The studied lakes are situated in a coniferous dominated boreal
forest area just outside the city of Trondheim in Central Norway.
The study included two rotenone treated and two control lakes
with relatively similar characteristics (Figure 1; Table 1).

In the rotenone treated lakes (Haukvatnet and Lianvatnet),
roach (Rutilus rutilus) and pike (Esox lucius) were the dominating
fish species before treatment. Roach was introduced to the treated
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lakes in the 1980s, whereas pike was introduced before 1900.
Whitefish (Coregonus lavaretus) was present in both lakes in the
1970s, but probably disappeared a few years after the introduction
of roach. Brown trout (Salmo trutta) has occasionally been
stocked in the treated lakes for recreational fishing. The
natural non-anadromous freshwater fish fauna in the area is
restricted to brown trout, arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) and
three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus). In the control
lakes, brown trout is the dominating fish species. In Lake
Lauglovatnet, brown trout was the only fish species observed,
while also three-spined stickleback and arctic char were observed
in Store Leirsjø.

Rotenone Treatment
The purpose of the rotenone treatment was to eradicate the roach,
a non-native fish species to the Trondheim area. The roach was
considered as a potential threat to water quality if it spread to the
nearby Lake Jonsvatnet, the drinking water source for the city of
Trondheim. The treatment was conducted between 19–22
September 2016. The rotenone solution CFT-Legumine, with a
3.3% active ingredient was applied with 563.5 L in Lianvatnet and
833 L in Haukvatnet and their tributaries (Bardal et al., 2018).
Immediately after the treatment, the concentration of CFT-
Legumine in Lianvatnet and Haukvatnet were on average (sd)
1.23 (0.71) and 1.42 (0.59) ppm, respectively. Concentrations

FIGURE 1 | Overview of the Bymarka area in Central Norway with the rotenone treated and control lakes.

TABLE 1 | Abiotic characteristics of the study lakes. Water quality parameters were sampled in July 2019.

Lake Altitude (m
a.s.l.)

Surface area
(ha)

Maximum depth
(m)

Color (mg
Pt/l)

Tot. N
(µg/l)

Tot. P
(µg/l)

Rotenone treated
Lianvatnet 222 11.1 15 21 230 6.7
Haukvatnet 189 10.2 16 21 190 4.3

Control
Store Leirsjø 196 29 27 35 170 2.9
Lauglovatnet 185 8.8 15 70 240 5.8
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subsequently decreased to non-detectable values by January 2017
in both lakes (Bardal et al., 2018).

After rotenone treatment, the treated lakes remained fishless
throughout the study period. Fish fauna in the control lakes
remained unchanged during the study.

Benthic Sampling and Morphological
Identification
Benthic invertebrates were sampled by z-sweeps in both rotenone
treated and control lakes. Sampling took place just before and
after the rotenone treatment on 14–15 September and 4–5
October 2016, respectively, as well as 1 year after the treatment
in October 2017. At each sampling occasion, three stations each
with three replicated samples were taken in each lake. To reflect
the habitat variation within each lake, two stations were located in
sheltered areas with aquatic vegetation and soft bottom and one
station in wind exposed areas with little or no aquatic vegetation
and gravel bottom. Each z-sweep was taken in shallow water
(<1 m depth) approximately 1.5 m ashore. We used a kick net
with a frame of 25 × 25 cm and a mesh size of 250 µm. Each
sample was taken by moving the net swiftly 2–3 cm over the
bottom in three sweeps parallel to the shore for one second and
1 m each way (sweep). Sweep 1 catches animals on and partly dug
down in the substrate, whereas sweep 2 and 3 catch animals that
are whirling up in the water column (Dolmen, 1992). To ensure
consistency the same person (GK) collected all the benthic
samples and performed the morphological identification of
taxa. The samples were stored in ethanol for further
processing in the lab. Using a stereo microscope, the benthic
invertebrates were determined to the lowest possible taxonomic
level. The identifier regularly participates in intercalibration tests
for benthic freshwater invertebrates commonly used in routine
biomonitoring programs. The following literature for
identification were used: Engblom (1996) for Ephemeroptera,
Lillehammer (1988) for Plecoptera, Rinne and Wiberg-Larsen
(2017) for Trichoptera, Norling and Sahlén (1997) for Odonata,
Jansson (1996) for Hemiptera, Holmen (1987) and Nilsson and
Holmen (1995) for Coleoptera and Glöer (2002) for Gastropoda.

DNA From Preservative Ethanol
DNA from preservative ethanol was extracted from all z-sweep
samples using Qiagen DNeasy Blood and T issue K it for plate or
individual tube extractions. For each sample, a maximum of
300 ml was filtered using an electrical vacuum pump connected to
a manifold (Pall Laboratory, Port Washington, NY,
United States) carrying three individually operated filter holder
bases. For some samples containing less than 300 ml preservative,
the full volume was used (ranging from 150–300 ml). Filters were
completely dried on the manifold, folded three times with sterile
forceps and placed in individual Eppendorf tubes containing the
ATL lysis buffer and Proteinase K following the manufacturer’s
protocol. Volumes of lysis buffer and Proteinase K were increased
to completely submerge filters in the buffer. Samples were
incubated at 56 °C for 18 h, vortexed at low speed every
15–30 min during the first 4 hours, then every hour for the
following 2 hours. Ninety-three samples were extracted with

plate kit; 13 with single spin columns. Final elution volume
was 100 µl. Two negative extraction controls were performed
(one for the plate extraction; one for individual tube extraction).

In addition, water samples were collected from all stations of
the four study lakes and always prior to and on the same day as
the benthic sampling as described in Majaneva et al. (2018).
However, DNAmetabarcoding of the water eDNA samples failed
to recover enough species (median 3 species per sample) to
provide a sensible comparison in our study. Only 1% of the
good-quality and chimera-checked water eDNA reads were from
targeted organisms. Therefore, the water eDNA data was
discarded from further analyses.

PCR and Sequencing
Each peDNA extract was amplified and sequenced in three
replicates (technical replicates called PCR replicates hereafter).
The PCR replicates were amplified using the forward primer BF2
and the reverse primer BR2 (Elbrecht and Leese, 2017) with
attached Illumina adapters 5′-TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGAT
GTGTATAAGAGACAG-3′ (forward) and 5′-GTCTCGTGG
GCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG-3′ (reverse) in the
first PCR. The primers are targeting freshwater
macroinvertebrates and amplify an approximately 420 bp long
fragment of the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit I
gene (COI). As negative control PCR, molecular grade water in
place of the template was amplified along the samples. The
peDNA extracts were purified with DNeasy PowerClean K it
prior to amplification to remove PCR inhibitors. Each PCR had a
total volume of 20 μl containing 2 μl DNA template, 2 μl 10 ×
PCR buffer, 0.15 μl TaKaRa Ex Taq DNA Polymerase Hot-Start
Version (Takara Bio Europe), 2 μl dNTPs mix (10 mM), 2 μl
MgCl2 (25 mM), 0.5 μl of each primer (10 μM), 1 μl BSA (New
England BioLabs) and 10.35 μl molecular biology grade water.
The PCR conditions were, with a heated lid, 94°C for 5 min,
followed by a total of 35 cycles of 94°C for 40 s, 50°C for 1 min,
and 72°C for 30 s, and a final extension at 72°C for 2 min. PCR
products were visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel to check the
amplification success.

In the second PCR, the Illumina tailed amplicons (N = 96)
were dual indexed, using NextEra XT Index 1 and 2 primers and
NextEra XT Index v2 Sets A and D (FC-131–2001 and FC-
131–2004) in a reduced-cycle PCR (10 cycles) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. The indexed PCR for the samples
contained the same mixture as the first PCR, excluding BF2
and BR2 primers and BSA and using 0.8 µl of each index primer.
No purification was performed for the PCRs between the first and
second amplification.

Indexed amplicons were pooled by equal volume (5 µl each)
into several libraries. The DNA libraries were purified and size-
selected (>200 bp fragments retained), using SPRIselect
(Beckman Coulter) with a ratio of 0.92. Libraries were
quantified using Qubit™ dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Thermo
Fisher), following the manufacturer’s protocol. The libraries
were loaded at a 14 pM concentration with 6% PhiX added.
Sequencings were performed on MiSeq v3 flow cells, sequencing
paired end 2 × 300 bp and index 8 + 8 bp at the Genomics Core
Facility, University Hospital St. Olavs, Trondheim, Norway. The
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resulting raw reads are deposited in ENA SRA with accession
number PRJEB49099.

Bioinformatics and Statistical Analyses
Raw sequencing data were converted to fastq format using
bcl2fastq v2.20 (https://support.illumina.com/sequencing/
sequencing_software/bcl2fastq-conversion-software.html).
Primers were removed from both the 5′ and 3’ ends of the
forward and reverse reads, allowing up to 15% mismatch
across the length of the primer, using cutadapt v1.9.1 (Martin,
2011). Quality trimming of the reads was carried out in DADA2
1.14 (Callahan et al., 2016), excluding reads with >2 expected
error rate and >0 ambiguous bases. The reads were truncated if a
base had a phred score 2 or smaller and after 220–260 bases
adjusted based on the quality profiles of the sequencing runs. The
error model was trained using the function “learnErrors” and
used for sample inference of dereplicated reads using the function
“dada”. Paired reads were merged using the function
“mergePairs”. Only 420–422 bases long reads were selected,
and peDNA libraries were combined into a table that was
chimera checked on a per-sample basis. If an amplicon
sequence variant (ASV) was flagged as chimeric in more than
90% of the samples in which it occurred, it was removed.
Taxonomic affiliations of the generated ASVs were identified,
using RDP classifier v 2.12 (Wang et al., 2007) with a trained
reference database (Porter and Hajibabaei 2018), which had been
modified to fit the Norwegian fauna. ASVs were given taxonomic
affiliation if assignment probability was 0.8 or higher for family,
genus or species level. Metazoan ASVs were selected, and the
taxonomic affiliations were cross-checked against BOLD v.4
(Ratnasingham and Hebert, 2007) and list of Norwegian
species. If assignments were incongruent, BOLD affiliation and
Norwegian species were used. A two-step abundance threshold
was used to minimize the effect of tag-jumps: 1) based on read
abundance of metazoan ASVs in negative controls, all ASVs <4
reads/sample were removed; and 2) all ASVs with less than 0.01%
of total reads/sample were removed. Finally, the peDNA PCR
replicates were merged to peDNA samples, number of reads was
normalized to 36,534 reads/sample, and species list was narrowed
to include animals that have freshwater stage.

Bray-Curtis dissimilarity values were calculated based on
Hellinger transformed data, using R-package vegan 2.5.6
(Oksanen et al., 2019) in R 3.6.3 (R Core Team, 2020). The
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity values were compared within different
units of comparisons taking into account the sampling design: the
values were calculated for pairs of biological replicates taken from
the same stations, for pairs of stations within a lake, and for pairs
of lakes. The values were calculated both for samples taken at the
same time and at different times. To test the effect of rotenone
treatment, three linear mixed effect models were fitted to both the
morphological and peDNA data, using R package lme4 1.1.26
(Bates et al., 2015). The first two models were constructed with
the number of taxa and number of specimens or sequence reads
as a dependent variable, rotenone treatment, time and their
interaction as fixed variables and the lakes as a random
variable. The third model was constructed with the Bray-
Curtis dissimilarity values as a dependent variable, rotenone

treatment, time and their interaction as fixed variables and the
units of comparison as a random variable.

Additionally, we compared community composition before
and after the rotenone treatment in both treated and control lakes
and estimated with peDNA and morphological identification
using non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) (Buttigieg
and Ramette, 2014) using the R package vegan 2.5.6 (Oksanen
et al., 2019).

RESULTS

The three IlluminaMiSeq sequencing libraries included 12.1, 12.6
and 13.3 million raw reads, and after all quality filtering, 1.3, 1.4
and 1.3 million target reads remained, respectively.
Morphological identification of samples yielded a median of
13 and an interquartile range (IQR) of 10 taxa per sample and
408 (IQR = 1,011) specimens per sample. The number of taxa
identified by metabarcoding of the peDNA samples was higher
with a median of 19 (IQR = 13) taxa per sample than in
morphologically identified samples.

A comparison of the two identificationmethods showed a total
of 333 taxa detected by metabarcoding of peDNA, 90 taxa based
on morphology with 28 taxa shared by both methods (Figure 2,
Supplementary material). Metabarcoding of peDNA failed to
detect 55 of the taxa identified by morphology. However, a
relatively high proportion of the taxa names were given above
the species level (29% based on peDNA and 43% based on
morphology). In some cases, one of the methods determined a
taxon above the species level and the other method determined it
to the species level within the same taxon group. If this is
considered as an overlap, the two methods had 40 taxa in
common. When taxa were grouped by order and the class
Gastropoda, more taxa were generally detected by
metabarcoding of peDNA. For Hirudinea, Coleoptera,
Hemiptera and Odonata, morphological identification
produced the highest numbers of taxa (Figure 2). For
Gastropoda, six taxa were detected by both methods. Diptera
was the most taxon-rich, mainly consisting of non-biting midges
(Chironomidae). In this family 103 taxa were detected by
metabarcoding of peDNA, while only family level
identification was done by morphology. The most taxon rich
orders recorded by morphology were Coleoptera and
Trichoptera, each with 16 taxa; the corresponding number of
taxa recorded by identification with metabarcoding of peDNA in
these orders were 8 and 24. A complete list of identified taxa with
the number of reads from metabarcoding and the number of
specimens identified by morphology is given in the
Supplementary material.

There was a significant temporal trend in the number of taxa
identified morphologically. The number of taxa dropped
immediately after the treatment both in the rotenone treated
and the control lakes. This decline in number of observed taxa
was similar in both the treated and control lakes, and no
treatment effects were found (Table 2). The number of taxa
identified by morphology increased again 1 year later for both
treated and control lakes (Figure 3A).
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FIGURE 2 | Number of taxa by orders (and class Gastropoda) identified by metabarcoding of peDNA and morphology. Misc. = taxa determined only by
morphology above the order level (Ostracoda, Oligochaeta, Nematoda, Hydrozoa and Hydrachnidia).

TABLE 2 | Fixed effects of linear mixed effects models of morphological and peDNA samples. Time after = 2 weeks after the rotenone treatment, Time 1 year after = 1 year
after the rotenone treatment. The number of taxa (sp.) and abundance (ab.) determined with either morphological or peDNA based methodology were dependent
variables. Rotenone treatment and time and the interaction between treatment and time were fixed variables; lakes were random variables in all models. The abundance
models with rotenone treatment became singular fit, and therefore, only time was a fixed variable. Lower and upper confidence limits (95% CI) for statistically significant
covariates (i.e., not overlapping zero) are highlighted in bold.

Model Parameter Estimate Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI

pe DNA (sp.) Intercept 19.6 13.3 25.9
Treatment 3.1 −5.8 12.0
Time after 0.8 −5.0 6.6
Time 1 year after −2.4 −8.3 3.4
Treat*Time after −10.6 −18.8 −2.4
Treat*Time 1 year after 4.6 −3.7 12.8

Morphology (sp.) Intercept 13.9 9.9 17.8
Treatment 1.8 −3.8 7.3
Time after −3.8 −7.5 −0.2
Time 1 year after −1.2 −4.8 2.5
Treat*Time after 0.2 −5.0 5.4
Treat*Time 1 year after 1.0 −4.2 6.2

peDNA (ab.) Intercept 3,227 −283 6,736
Treatment 9,649 4,686 14,612
Time after −582 −4,914 3,750
Time 1 year after 1,069 −3,263 5,401
Treat*Time after −8,571 −14698 −2,445
Treat*Time 1 year after −3,633 −9,760 2,493

Morphology (ab.) Intercept 954 346 1,562
Time after −434 −969 102
Time 1 year after 304 −232 839
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For the peDNA-based identification, there was a decline in the
number of taxa detected in the samples taken immediately after the
treatment compared to the samples taken immediately before the
treatment in the rotenone treated lakes. However, there was no
comparable decline in the control lakes in the same time period. A
significant interaction effect was present between rotenone treatment
and time on the number of taxa (Table 2, 95-% confidence interval
did not include zero). The number of recorded taxa using peDNA
based identification did increase the year after compared to the
situation just after the treatment, but only for the treated lakes
(Figure 3B).

For peDNA, we used the number of sequence reads as an
experimental proxy for abundance. The rotenone treated lakes
had a drop both in the number of specimens and the number of
reads just after the treatment (Figures 3C,D, respectively) and for
the number of reads this drop was significant (Table 2). For the
control lakes there were onlyminor changes in the same period. One
year after the treatment the number of reads in the treated lake rose,

but only to about half of the amount before the treatment, whereas
the number of specimens were more than doubled compared to pre-
treatment amounts. For the control lakes there was an increase in the
number of specimens after the treatment, but only minor changes in
the number or reads (Figures 3C,D, respectively).

There was a discrepancy between the experimental abundance
proxy based on peDNA and actual abundance of individual taxa.
Ephemeroptera had the most reads, constituting 42% of the total of
approximately 4 mill reads, whereas the number of specimens
constituted only 4% of the total of approximately 100,000.
Within Ephemeroptera, Cloeon inscriptum and Leptophlebia
vespertina were the dominating species for the metabarcoding-
based identification, while Leptophlebiidae and Caenis horaria
dominated the morphology-based identification. All these taxa,
except for C. horaria showed a marked decrease in reads and
specimens immediately after the rotenone treatment in the
treated lakes, but not in the control lakes. This was also the case
for Plecoptera and Trichoptera. Diptera was the most abundant

FIGURE 3 | The number of taxa in the rotenone treated and control lake samples based onmorphological identification (A), identification using DNAmetabarcoding
of peDNA (B), the number of specimens based onmorphological identification (C) and the number of reads using DNAmetabarcoding of peDNA (D). The sample size for
each category is 18. The horizontal line in each box represents the median, the boxes depict the 1st to the 3rd quartile and the blind end of the whiskers represent the
maximum and minimum values, except outliers which are marked with dots.
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order with 74% of the specimens. Thirteen percent of the reads
belonged to this order. Nearly all specimens and reads of Diptera
belonged to the family Chironomidae where the number of reads
and specimens dropped immediately after the treatment in both
treated and control lakes (Supplementary material).

For most of the taxa, both the number of reads and number of
morphologically determined specimens decreased immediately
after the treatment. In some taxa, the number of reads increased.
This was the case for some of the chironomids, one Sphaeriidae
(Pisdium sp 1) which increased from 6 to approximately 300,000
reads and for tardigrades, the latter group only detected after the
treatment (Supplementary material).

Community compositions were more congruent when identified
by morphology compared to identification by peDNA based
metabarcoding (Figure 4). Using non-metric multidimensional
scaling (NMDS), the distance to the group centroid was
significantly smaller in morphology than in peDNA (permutation
test with 999 permutations, p < 0.001). The NMDS plots did not
reveal any clear grouping of the samples by time (before, after, 1 year
after the treatment). However, there was a tendency that both
methods showed the most diverging samples in the treated lakes
just after the treatment (triangles).

Bray-Curtis dissimilarity values were generally higher when
identifications were based on metabarcoding of peDNA than
morphological based identifications (Figure 5). Furthermore,
except for samples within stations at the same time, the Bray-

Curtis dissimilarity was always higher for the rotenone treated
lakes compared to the control lakes for both methods. The linear
mixed effect models indicated an effect of the interaction between
time and treatment for both peDNA and morphology (Table 3,
95-% confidence interval did not include zero).

We observed a change in relative abundances of invertebrates over
time, both among taxon groups and between the two identification
methods (Figure 6). Ephemeroptera showed a decrease immediately
after the rotenone treatment for both identification methods, but
more so for morphology. The recovery of this order to pre-treatment
levels 1 year after the treatment was evident in the peDNA data of
both treated lakes, but only for one of them in themorphological data.
The relative abundance of Diptera seems to be the same or higher in
the treated lakes 1 year after treatment compared to the two former
sampling events for both methods. Metabarcoding of peDNA
indicated a huge negative impact of the treatment on Diplostraca,
a group not identified by morphology, both immediately after and
1 year after the treatment.

DISCUSSION

Effects of Rotenone Treatment on
Invertebrate Communities
We show that rotenone treatment had significant impacts on the
invertebrate community. The increase in Bray-Curtis

FIGURE 4 | NMDS plot of the same samples identified by morphology or metabarcoding of peDNA just before, just after and 1 year after the rotenone treatment
(Stress = 0.09). Treated lakes are in the left panels and control lakes in the right panels.
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dissimilarity over time was higher for the rotenone-treated lakes
than for the control lakes. Additionally, the community
composition of the treated lakes tended to be more similar
just before and 1 year after the treatment and to diverge more
immediately after the treatment.

We observed a significant effect of the rotenone treatment
when considering the number of taxa identified by
metabarcoding of DNA from preservative ethanol (peDNA).
For peDNA from treated lakes, the number of taxa decreased
just after the treatment followed by an increase in the samples
taken 1 year after. This indicates both an initial negative effect of
the treatment, but also a subsequent recolonization. There was a

similar pattern for the number of taxa determined by
morphology. However, this was visible both in treated and
control lakes, indicating that it was not the rotenone
treatment, but rather natural variation in the occurrence of the
identified taxa or variation in identification that caused the
change.

Conclusions from other studies on the effects of rotenone
treatment on invertebrates are contradictory. The recorded
negative effects range from minor (Dudgeon, 1990; Melaas
et al., 2001; Blakely et al., 2005) to major (Binns, 1967;
Hamilton et al., 2009) and the observed recovery time
following rotenone treatments vary from one to several years
(Mangum and Madrigal, 1999; Pham et al., 2018). Vinson et al.
(2010) listed several factors likely to influence impacts and
recovery of invertebrate assemblages following rotenone
treatment: rotenone concentration, temporal and spatial scope
of the treatment, morphology and life history characteristics of
the affected invertebrates, the presence of refugia and distances
from untreated colonization sources. In addition, and as
demonstrated by the current study, the ability to detect taxa
may have a huge impact on the results.

Differences Between Morphological and
Molecular Identification
The two methods for identification differed in their ability to
detect taxa, especially at the species-level. While morphological
identification is dependent on taxonomic knowledge, adequate
taxonomic keys and the ability to identify small individuals or

FIGURE 5 | Pairwise Bray-Curtis dissimilarity values of rotenone treated lakes and control lakes. For morphological identifications (A). For identifications based on
metabarcoding of peDNA (B). The horizontal line in each box represents the median, the boxes depict the 1st to the 3rd quartile and the blind end of the whiskers
represent the maximum and minimum values, except outliers which are marked with dots. The stippled line differentiates the units of comparisons (within stations, within
lakes and between lakes).

TABLE 3 | Fixed effects of linear mixed effects models of morphological and
peDNA samples. Bray-Curtis dissimilarity values were dependent variables
while the rotenone treatment and time and their interaction were fixed variables.
Lower and upper confidence limits (95% CI) for statistically significant covariates
(i.e., not overlapping zero) are highlighted in bold.

Model Parameter Estimate Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI

peDNA Intercept 0.6317 0.4827 0.7804
Treatment 0.0166 0.0033 0.0300
Time 0.1380 −0.0723 0.3486
Treat*Time 0.0597 0.0434 0.0761

Morphology Intercept 0.3410 0.2143 0.4675
Treatment 0.0359 0.0248 0.0469
Time 0.1116 −0.0673 0.2906
Treat*Time 0.0327 0.0191 0.0462
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early life stages, DNAmetabarcoding needs high quality reference
libraries and suffers from primer bias and the absence of
abundance data (e.g., Weigand et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020).
Nevertheless; DNA metabarcoding of eDNA or peDNA of bulk
samples, has the potential to drastically reduce the limitations of
morphology-based identification in being more objective and
allow for species-level identification of all taxonomic groups and
life stages. They will also help reduce several impediments or
shortfalls of biodiversity (Cardoso et al., 2011; Hortal et al., 2015),
especially for the high number of undescribed species (the
Linnean shortfall), the poorly known distribution and
abundance of species (the Wallacean and Prestonina shortfalls,
respectively) and the largely unknown species way of life and their
sensitivity to habitat change (the Hutchinsonian shortfall). These
methods, together with image-based automated species
identification methods (Høye et al., 2021) will substantially
improve the quality of future arthropod inventory and
monitoring. However, such methods, including DNA-based
methods are still in need of development and 55 taxa
identified by morphology in our study were not recorded in
the peDNA based metabarcoding. We note, however, that this
number, as well as the total number of taxa, probably is too high
since the morphological method in several cases have determined
different taxonomic levels within the same order, e.g., Zygoptera,
Coenagrionidae, Coenagrion, Coenagrion hastulatum, C.
johanssoni. Specimens identified to the three taxa above the
species-level could potentially belong to either or both of the

species registered, but for various reasons they could not be
identified to species-level. This was not the case for the
peDNA-based method since all taxa were genetically separated
at the species-level.

Important sources of biases in DNAmetabarcoding are related
to the process of DNA extraction and PCR amplification, cross-
contamination during the amplicon library preparation, as well as
issues with downstream bioinformatic analyses (Liu et al., 2020).
High quality and complete reference libraries are crucial for
reliable identifications (Ekrem et al., 2007; Weigand et al.,
2019; Rimet et al., 2021) as is a better understanding of the
origin, state, transport, and fate of DNA in the environment
(Barnes and Turner, 2016; Harrison et al., 2019). For instance, the
amphipod Gammarus pulex, a species never registered in
Norway, was detected by metabarcoding of peDNA in our
study, while morphological identification only registered the
common G. lacustris, also after a quality check of all
specimens. A presence of G. pulex in Norway is possible since
it occurs in Sweden close to the Norwegian border, but it is more
likely that there is an error in the reference library used as the two
species are separable by correctly identified COI sequences.

There is also a need to better clarify the relationships between
the number of DNA reads with the biomass and abundance of
invertebrate species (Elbrecht et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2020).
Quantifying species abundance with DNA metabarcoding is
still in its infancy, and direct comparison of the total number
of reads with the total number of specimens is often

FIGURE 6 | Relative abundances of invertebrates grouped by orders/classes and phylum just before, just after and 1 year after the rotenone treatment for
identification based on morphology and on metabarcoding of peDNA. Treated lakes are in the left panels and control lakes in the right panels.
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inappropriate. As an example, the small bivalve determined as
Pisidum sp 1 by DNAmetabarcoding in our study, the number of
reads rose from six just before the treatment to approximately
300,000 just after treatment. Even if the number of specimens of
bivalves (Sphaeriidae) increased immediately after the treatment,
the number of reads for Pisidium sp. 1 is clearly not reflecting a
real increase in abundance. The reason for this outcome is not
clear, but an increase of Pisidium DNA due to breakage of shells
in the bulk sample followed by release into the preservative
ethanol is a possibility. On the other hand, for both the total
number of reads and total number of specimens, there was a
decrease immediately after the rotenone treatment, and an
increase 1 year after the treatment, indicating that there is
some relationship between the number of reads and
abundance. The general decrease in abundance/reads is likely
to be a result of the rotenone treatment and the subsequent
increase a result of recolonization in the absence of predatory fish.

The two methods for identification resulted in lists with little
overlap in the identified taxa. Of the 333 taxa detected by
metabarcoding of peDNA and 90 by morphology, only 28 taxa
were registered by both methods. The overlap is higher (40 taxa)
when considering taxa within the same group to be equal if
determined to different taxonomic levels. This could be the case
when specimens are determined to genus-level for one method and
species-level within the same genus for the othermethod. Despite the
relatively low taxonomic overlap, the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity of
both methods showed an effect of the treatment. The results suggest
that more sensitive taxa were detected by metabarcoding of peDNA
than by morphology. A few taxa found by metabarcoding of
peDNAonly are known to be rotenone sensitive like the
Chironomidae Chironomus, Tanytarsus, Orthocladius and
Synendodentipes dispar (Koksvik and Aagaard, 1984; Fjellheim,
2004), and the aquatic annelids in Tubificidae (Mangum and
Madrigal, 1999). Among these taxa only S. dispar was detected
before but not after the treatment in the treated lakes, but present
both before and after the treatment in the control lakes. The absence
of taxa just after the treatment could also be due to low number of
readsmaking taxa detectionmore difficult. No clear rotenone effects,
even at the species-level, could be seen for Chironomus or the
tubificids. For most of the taxa found by metabarcoding of
peDNA, rotenone tolerance is unknown. A few of the species
showed a clear reduction in the number of reads in the treated
lakes, but not in the control lakes, possible due to low rotenone
tolerance. This was the case for the oligochaete Limnodrilus
hoffmeisteri and the non-biting midges Cricotopus pilitarsis and
Tanytarsus inaequalis. Most taxa registered by morphology are
known to be rotenone tolerant, but Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera
and Trichoptera are generally known to be rotenone sensitive
(Dudgeon, 1990; Mangum & Madrigal, 1999). This is in
accordance with our results where all these groups showed a
reduction in the number of reads and specimens in the treated
lakes, whereas the control lakes showed a smaller decrease or an
increase in the same period. Species rich groups like non-biting
midges and aquatic annelids were only determined to Chironomidae
and Oligochaeta, respectively using morphology and gastrotrichs
were not registered at all. As indicated by the results from
metabarcoding peDNA, these species rich groups could

potentially contain sensitive taxa missed by morphological
identification. Studies that rely on a coarse taxonomic resolution
may fail to detect responses on the species or OTU level to stressors
(Macher et al., 2016; Beermann et al., 2018) and since many
biomonitoring programs are based on higher-level taxonomic
identification (e.g., genus and family), anthropogenic impacts
may be overlooked (Beermann et al., 2018).

The high number of taxa detected by metabarcoding of peDNA
compared to morphology came as no surprise as morphological
determination to lower taxonomic level was not possible for many
groups. Additionally, some groups with multiple species, like
Diplostraca, were not attempted to be determined by morphology
at all. Diptera was the most taxon rich order with 118 taxa detected
by metabarcoding of peDNA, including 103 taxa of the family
Chironomidae. Even though Diptera constituted 74% of the total
number of specimens, only six taxa were identified by morphology,
all above the species-level. The number of taxa identified by
metabarcoding of peDNA may have been overestimated since the
DNA in the ethanol can originate from sources other than the
specimens of the bulk samples. This is a well-known issue for eDNA
water samples where DNA may originate from upstream areas
(Deiner et al., 2016; Taberlet et al., 2018). Generally, eDNA from
water will be more useful for detection of biodiversity on a broader
scale compared to DNA from preservative ethanol which is more
suited for detection of local diversity (Wang et al., 2021).
Nevertheless, metabarcoding of peDNA identified several species
that are lotic and likely originate from lake tributaries: the mayflies
Baetis rhodani, B. muticus and Ephemerella aurivillii, the caddisflies
Rhyacophila fasciata and Ecclisopteryx dalecarlica and the
chironomid Rheotanytarsus pentapoda. Although hard to control,
DNA also from lentic taxa not present in the study lakes may have
been transferred by streams and registered in the preservative
ethanol. Persaud et al. (2021) speculated that DNA from
preservative ethanol can originate from sediment substrate and
aquatic plants associated with the sampling. This may be the case
for our study as both sediment and plant remains were present in the
samples. DNA from other taxa than those sampled or present at the
sampling site could attach to sediments, plants or even the sampled
invertebrates and be released into the preservative.

For several groups like Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Hirudinea and
Odonata, more taxa were detected by morphology than by
metabarcoding of peDNA, and for Gastropoda the number of
taxa were the same for the two methods. This might be due to the
fact that animals with a hard outer surface (either chitin or
CaCO3) and/or small body size release less DNA into the
preservative ethanol compared to larger and more soft bodied
specimens (Zizka et al., 2019; Derycke et al., 2021). In our study,
Diptera, which were mostly small bodied Chironomidae larvae,
constituted only 13% of the total number of reads but 74% of the
total number of specimens, while the larger-bodied
Ephemeroptera accounted for 42% of the reads but only 4% of
the specimens. For Hemiptera, Hirudinea and Odonata there
must be other reasons than small body size or a hard outer
exoskeleton for the comparatively low number of taxa detected
using metabarcoding of peDNA compared to morphology. It
could simply be related to the overestimation of taxa by the
morphological method as discussed earlier, or to biomass. We did
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not measure biomass, but due to very few specimens for most taxa
within these orders in our samples, their total biomass and DNA
concentration also is low and taxa with low abundance/biomass
in bulk samples may go undetected by ethanol-based DNA taxa
identification (Hajibabaei et al., 2012). A possible solution to
improve detection of poorly represented taxa could be to extract a
higher volume of ethanol (Martins et al., 2019; Zizka et al., 2019)
or extract DNA through lysis of specimen tissue in the bulk
samples. The latter approach could potentially also remove false
positives from molecular identification.

CONCLUSION

This study has shown that the rotenone treatment had a significant
impact on the community composition of invertebrates, in terms of
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, detected both by morphology and
metabarcoding of peDNA. However, the number of taxa detected
by metabarcoding of peDNA indicated a negative impact of the
treatment and a subsequent increase 1 year after treatment, whereas
this was not recorded using morphological identification. This
discrepancy may be due to the higher taxonomic resolution
offered by metabarcoding of species rich groups that cannot
easily be identified by morphology, similar to the observations
made by Sun et al. (2019) for road-water treatment ponds. The
outcome of similar studies will depend on which taxa are detected
and their response to stressors. Our study highlights the ability of
DNA-based identification methods to detect more taxa than
morphological methods, and therefore provide a higher potential
to register impact of stressors. However, since metabarcoding of the
preservative ethanol missed several of the taxa detected by
morphological identification and detected taxa that probably were
absent from the sampling sites, it still needs refinement and
calibration before replacing, morphological-based identification in
monitoring of freshwater invertebrate community responses to
rotenone treatment.
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